NOTE:
1. LARGE UFO SHOWN WITH 6" PVC FLANGED BOLTED FITTING AND OPTIONAL SIPHON TUBE.
2. LARGE UFO'S AVAILABLE FOR PP, SS, PVC, AND CPVC FLANGE BOLTED FITTINGS IN 2"-6" SIZES.
3. LARGE UFO'S ARE ONLY AVAILABLE FOR INSTALLATION IN 8,700-12,500 GALLON CAPTOR CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS ONLY.

*ALL EXTERNAL PIPING MUST BE INDEPENDENTLY SUPPORTED.
*ONLY BASE FITTINGS TO BE LEFT INSTALLED AT TIME OF SHIPMENT PER SII PROCEDURE.
*TANKS ORDERED WITH FOAM INSULATION WILL HAVE AN INCREASED DIAMETER OF 4-6 INCHES.
*Consult Snyder's Guidelines for Use and Installation prior to delivery.

PRIMARY TANK WALL
CONTAINMENT TANK WALL

16 EACH 3/8"-16 X 2-1/2" HEX HEAD BOLT ON Ø14-1/8" BOLT CIRCLE
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